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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we investigate the impact of machine learn-
ing algorithms in the development of automatic music clas-
sification models aiming to capture genres distinctions.
The study of genres as bodies of musical items aggregated
according to subjective and local criteria requires corre-
sponding inductive models of such a notion. This process
can be thus modeled as an example-driven learning task.
We investigated the impact of different musical features
on the inductive accuracy by first creating a medium-sized
collection of examples for widely recognized genres and
then evaluating the performances of different learning al-
gorithms. In this work, features are derived from the MIDI
transcriptions of the song collection.

1. INTRODUCTION

Music genres are hard to be systematically described and
no complete agreement exists in their definition and as-
sessment. ”Genres emerge as terms, nouns that define re-
currences and similarities that members of a community
make pertinent to identify musical events” [11], [5].

The notion of community here play the role of a self-
organizing complex system that enables and triggers the
development and assessment of agenre. Under this per-
spective, the community plays the role of establishing an
ontology of inner phenomena (properties and rules that
make a genre) and external differences (habits that em-
body distinguishing behavior and trends).

In Information Retrieval the fact that relevance and re-
latedness are not local nor objective document properties
but global notions that emerge from the entire document
base is well known. Every quantitative model in IR rely
on a large number of parameters (i.e.term weights) that
in fact depend on the set ofall indexed documents. It
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seems thus critical to abandon static ”grammatical” defini-
tions and concentrate on representational aspects in forms
of projections and cuts over the cultural hyperplane [1].
These aspects should not be postulateda priori, but ac-
quired through experience, that is from living examples,
of class membership.

For the above reasons, our analysis here concentrated
on symbolic musical aspects so that as much information
as possible about the dynamically changing genres (the
target classes) could be obtained without noise (i.e. irrel-
evant properties implicit in the full audio content). More-
over, the analyzed features are kept as general as possi-
ble, in line with similar work in this area [13]: this would
make the resulting model more psychologically plausible
and computationally efficient.

Six different musical genres have been considered and
a corpus of 300 midi songs – balanced amongst the target
classes – has been built1 . Supporting technologies ([3],
[4]) have being employed to project relevant features out
from the basic MIDI properties or from their XML coun-
terpart ([12] [7] [14]). Machine Learning algorithms have
been then applied as induction engines in order to analyze
the characteristics of the related feature space. Although
the study reported here is our first attempt to apply an in-
ductive genre classification approach by exploiting MIDI
information, our current work is also investigating audio
properties over the same song collection.

2. SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION OF MUSICAL
INFORMATION FOR GENRE DETECTION

Previous work on automatic genre classification ([13]) sug-
gests that surface musical features are effective properties
in reproducing the speed of effective genre recognition
typical of humans subjects. In a similar line we aim at
determining a suitable set of features that preserve such
accuracy over different and more fine-grain classes. Real
genre classification require in fact more subtle distinctions
and more insight is needed on the robustness of the induc-
tive models with respect to this aspect.

1 The corpus has been made freely downloadable at http:/ai-
nlp.info.uniroma2.it/musicIR/MIDICORPUSISMIR04.zip



2.1. Coarse-Grain Features Definition

In this work aspects as melody, timbre and rhythm of a
musical piece have been modeled by a small core of five
coarse-grain feature classes. An evaluation of the effec-
tiveness of very naif features as extracted from MIDI files
is, in fact, needed to better assess the role MIDI could have
in symbolic music retrieval. While melodic and rhyth-
mic information are directly provided by MIDI files (e.g.
note, metrics), ”voices” (i.e. patches) can be used as tim-
bre properties.

Melodic Intervals All the basic melodic intervals within
an octave are considered as a numeric feature: le-
gal values indicate the relative frequency for each
different melodic interval within the MIDI song.

Instruments The 128 patches of the General Standard
Midi patch set surrogates the notion of instrument
timbres.

Instrument Classes and Drumkits Each GSM patch is
associated to exactly one of the common sixteen
different instrument classes (i.e. Piano-like instru-
ments, Strings, Synth Pads, Brass and so on). For
drums, we considered the 8 different drumsets al-
ways associated with the midi channel 10. The dif-
ferent classes are here expressed as boolean fea-
tures.

Meter/Time Changes Two numeric attributes represent
respectively the meanmetronome timeand the num-
ber of differentmeter/timechanges.

Note Extension Three features express the lowest, the high-
est and the global pitch extension of a piece. These
features were introduced looking at the popular mu-
sic octaves extension, which is typically tonally re-
stricted (see also [11] about the Muzak phenomenon).

One of the aims of this research is to study the im-
pact of simple features on genre classification. Although a
wider set of properties can be easily derived, at this stage
of the study, we mainly expect the machine learning al-
gorithm to restrict the set of useful propertiesagainstthe
training data. These latter will be discussed in the next
sections.

2.2. Corpus Construction

Our dataset includes about 300 midi files collected from
the Web. The songs are clustered into six different musical
genres, in order to have wide coverage of heterogeneous
musical material and looking at music distribution and e-
commerce definitions (e.g.www.amazon.com ). To give
a measure of the inherent complexity of the categorization
task, we asked two annotators to annotate a large portion
of the entire corpus. About 171 files have thus been inde-
pendently assigned to one of the genres by each annotator.
Then we computed a standard F-measure as a measure of
the inter-annotator agreement (according to [9]) and we
find a value of 0.85. For example, the results (in table 1)
suggest a large disagreement for thePopgenre: this seems

to confirm the common idea (see [11] [5]) thatPopmusic
is a “mental melting pot” for songs that are not deeply
rooted within a particular style, but better embraces the
generic definition of ”common music appreciated by the
mass”.

MusicalGenres Annotations Common Annotations F-Measure
1st 2nd

Blues 51% 40% 40% 89%
Classical 17% 17% 17% 100%

Disco 31% 24% 24% 89%
Jazz 24% 28% 23% 89%
Pop 26% 29% 20% 73%
Rock 22% 33% 22% 83%

Table 1. F-measure between annotations amongst differ-
ent musical genres

2.3. Machine Learning Algorithms

All the experiments have been run within the Waikato En-
vironment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA, ref. [6]).
Various learning algorithms have been considered for our
experiments, including decision-tree, Bayesian and rule-
based classifiers:

The Naive Bayesclassifier performs statistical analy-
sis of the training data, produces maximum likelihood es-
timators and maximizes conditional probabilities on the
observed feature values as decision criteria.

The VFI (Voting Feature Intervals) algorithm classi-
fies by attribute-discretization: the algorithm first builds
feature intervals for each class and attribute, then uses a
voting strategy to assess its learning model. Entropy min-
imization is always used to create suitable intervals.

J48 is an implementation of the well-known Quinlan
algorithm (as C4.5, [2]). This classifier builds a decision
tree whose nodes represents discrimination rules acting on
selective features. Classification reduces to top-down nav-
igation, i.e. rule cascade: musical genres are triggered
when leaves in the model tree are reached.

Strictly related to J48 it is thePART algorithm. It
exploiting separate-and-conqueror strategies to select the
best leaf at each iteration, thus building an optimized par-
tial decision tree.

NNge(Nearest-neighbor-like algorithm using non-nested
generalized exemplars), it’s a rule based classifier. It builds
a sort of “hypergeometric” model, including if-then rules.

The last algorithm is RIPPER (JRip) a rule-based clas-
sifier that implements a propositional rule learner. The
learning model is developed by iteration over a training
subset, and by doing structure optimization (i.e. pruning)
to minimize error rate. Details on the learning strategies
and their implementation can be found in [6].

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Experiments overview

Experimental evaluation has been carried out by partition-
ing the corpus in training and testing portions and us-
ing progressively smaller percentages of the training data
(90%, 75%, 66%). Dynamic partitioning, with 5, 10, and
20 fold cross-validation has been also applied.



Two categorization models have been studied:

Single Multiclass Categorization:all instances are used
and assignment to one of the six musical genres decided.

Multiple Binary Categorization: different categorizers
(one for each target genre) are derived by independent
training processes2 . Learning applies on positive exam-
ples as training instances of the target classC and a bal-
anced3 set of negative instances, randomly selected from
other classes.

A global overview of the performances for multiclass
categorization obtained under different training/testing con-
ditions is reported in figure 1.

3.2. Multiclass Categorization Overview

Figure 1 shows that the most promising classifier is the
Bayesian one. On the contrary, tree- or rule-based algo-
rithms seems to have a minor impact on our little scheme
of comparison. The outperforming results of the Naive-
Bayesian classifier (with respect to other types of algo-
rithms) could be explained by the overall heterogeneity
of features across the different examined classes. Rule
or tree-based approaches, in fact, tend to cluster the truly
discriminatory features to produce their classifiers and im-
pose, in this way, a generalization over the features.

As confirmed in Table 2, recognition ofClassical mu-
sic is the easiest sub-task, followed byJazz recognition.
This latter is probably deeply characterized by the kind of
adopted instruments sets as well as by its harmonic/melodic
nature and syncopated rhythms.

A detailed study of the harmonic and melodic proper-
ties of musical pieces as well as the recognition of com-
plex melodic, harmonic and rhythmic patterns on a larger
scale would be very interesting over these two genres. For
example, some of the errors depend on melodic intervals
that are not important in terms of their frequency but ac-
cording to theircontextualcharacteristics, e.g. sets, pat-
terns of occurrences of intervals as well as their joint dis-
tribution in a song. It must be noted that only melodic
intervals are currently taken into account while harmonic
properties are neglected. Vertical analysis would be cer-
tainly useful and it will be the target for future studies, as
also suggested in [3] and [8].

3.3. Binary Categorization Overview

In figure 2 the performance of the 6 binary classifiers are
reported comparatively with the performance of the mul-
ticlass classifier (column 1,Multiclass).

As expected, the binary classification outperforms the
multiclass in terms of accuracy. The task of separating
musical instances of a particular genre from all the others
seems easier. However, current performances are good for
genres which are different from the typical (and complex)

2 The results for binary models can be collected on a hierarchical
meta-learner.

3 i.e. a set of equivalent size, in order to balance the negative evidence
within training and testing.

structure of “Popular music” ([5]), e.g.Classical. Jazz
andRock series have a behavior closer to that ofPop.

3.4. Analysis of Feature Classes

In table 2, the relative impact of each class of features on
the classification accuracy are shown by using a Naive-
Bayes Classifier as reference model.

Features Precision Recall F-measure
Instruments (I) 72% 72% 71%
Instruments Classes (IC) 61% 64% 61%
M/K Changes (MKC) 41% 39% 34%
Melodic Intervals (MI) 36% 32% 25%
Notes Extension (NX) 26% 16% 16%

Table 2. Performance of Naive-Bayes Classifiers trained
over different feature classes

As expected, the “Instruments and Drumkits” features
is the most effective.

3.5. Performance Analysis

Jazz andBlues classifiers are often misleading each other:
whenJazz has low precision, the recall related toBlues
goes down. This reflects the fact that in a multiclass cate-
gorizer a class, though being easily recognizable by itself,
is shaded by the similar characteristics of more prominent
classes. Notice howBlues-Jazz are also ambiguous for
human annotators: this is probably inherent to the mu-
tual ambiguity that characterizes these two genres. Fol-
lowing this observation, a comparative analysis of the dif-
ferences between typical errors done by humans and ma-
chines could help in stressing which are the intrinsic and
extrinsic properties of a musical piece and how they can
help in recognizing its musical genre.
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Figure 1. Multiclass Genre Classification: Performance
evaluation of six different algorithms against different
strategies of testing

In our experiments, we voluntarily limited our scope of
investigation only to intrinsic properties of musical pieces,
ignoring other (though important) informational resources
like authorship, cultural context and release date. We re-
serve comparative studies on the above features for future
research work.
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Figure 2. Binary Genre Classification: Comparizons be-
tween Algorithms Using 66% Training Set

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The ambiguity inherent to every definition of Musical Genre,
together with the high dynamics that undermines its per-
sistency over time, characterizes the complexity of the au-
tomatic genre categorization task.

The idea that, neglecting absolute and general hypothe-
sis and postulates about musical genres, these latter are to
be explored, learned and recognized only through labeled
examples, guided our investigation. Musical Genres can
thus be redefined and tailored according to particular as-
pects of the domain of interest and to the degree of granu-
larity they are supposed to bring in any given application.

Machine learning techniques have been applied to study
the discriminatory power of different surface features, i.e.
melodic, rhythmic and structural aspects of songs derived
from their MIDI transcriptions. This task is necessary in
view of multi-modal symbolic music analysis over hetero-
geneous representations (e.g. MIDI, MP3, xml descriptors
such as musicxml).

Results are very encouraging. The performance of the
automatic classifiers are comparable with those obtained
in previous studies (over less granular categories, e.g. [13]).
This suggests that simple musical features can provide
(at a first level of approximation) effective information
for genre categorization. The complexity of some sub-
tasks (e.g. distinction between closer genres likeJazzand
Blues) require more complex features, like vertical analy-
sis.

This study represents an initial exploration in symbolic
music feature analysis: other and more complex feature
sets will be taken into account to build computational mod-
els better suited to recognize smaller differences between
styles and genres. Our medium term target is also the re-
alization of sensibly larger musical corpora, with different
dimensions, class granularity and coverage. Large scale
resources are in fact necessary to support more systematic
experiments and assess comparative analysis. The collec-
tion adopted in this paper can be seen as a first resource
for supporting the benchmarking of music categorization
systems.
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